
WOOL CUSHION / MEDITATION SEAT WITH TASSEL CORNERS
Designed by Jenice Anderson for Loome

TOOLS & MATERIALS 
1. Tassel Maker: Loome 5-in-1 XL Model Tool 

2. Crochet Hook: 15 mm

3. Needle & Embroidery Floss

    (for weaving tassel ends)

4. Seat Yarn: 3 Balls Love Fest Fibers

    Tough Love Tiny (in maize)

5. Tassel Yarn: 60 yds Harrisville Designs 

     Highland (in zinnia) 

6. Tassel Comb (optional)

SEAT 
A. Using the Love Fest Fibers Tiny Tough 

     Love yarn, chain stitch as wide as your desired

     seat (example is 18 stitch). 

B. Slip stitch in back loop every row until it's the 

     desired length.

C. Slip stitch all around the outside to �nish.

TASSEL*

Additional Resource: Basic Tassel how-to video at YouTube.com/TheLoome.

A. Using the Harrisville Designs Highland yarn, secure the end of the tail into any notch on the arms of the tool.

B. Wind the yarn across the arms 75 complete revolutions, not too tight, not too loose.

C. When done, secure end of tail into the same notch in step A and cut the tail.

D. Head Tie: Cut a 18” or 46 cm piece of embroidery �oss and slide it into the yarn bundle. Wedge the �oss to the side of 

     the tool, make sure the ends are even and make a tie (not a knot), slide the yarn bundle o� the tool then tighten the tie

     and close with a knot.

F. Neck Wrap: Cut a 2.5” or 76 cm piece of yarn. Make a knot with one end just 5” or 13 cm. Hold the 5” tail and the

    embroidery �oss head ties over the head of the tassel. Pull the long tail and begin to wrap it around the neck. Go

    at least 5 revolutions, for more de�nition on the neck, make more revolutions. Make a knot when done.

G. Hiding the Neck Knot: Take the needle and poke it into the middle of the head of the tassel. Thread one tail and pull 

     through gently. Repeat for the other tail.

H. Cut the tassel loops, comb and trim.

ATTACH THE TASSELS
Thread the needle with one tail and weave and tie it into the stitches to secure. Trim loose tails as needed.

*You can make pom poms with the tool and attach them.
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